KCR DSDS Internship

Join us - develop yourself!
Start your career in clinical research!

BIOSTATISTICS

If you want to:
• learn and practice programing statistical models
• start mapping trial data and work on statistical documentation

We offer:
• paid summer internship (2-3 months) with opportunity for employment contract
• work in the international environment
• dedicated Mentor throughout the internship
• complex induction process and training

If you are:
• open for new challenges
• final year student or MS in Mathematics, Statistics or related field preferred
• fluent speaker of English

JOIN US!
Send your cv to internship@krcro.com
Start your career in clinical research!

DATA MANAGEMENT, DOCUMENTATION SERVICES

If you want to:
• know data management or documentation services from the ground
• work on drug & vaccine development programs within experienced Team

We offer:
• paid summer internship with opportunity for employment contract
• work in the international environment
• dedicated Mentor throughout the internship
• complex induction process and training

If you are:
• open for new challenges
• final year student / graduate from Pharmacy, Biotechnology, Biology, Nursing or related field preferred
• fluent speaker of English

JOIN US!
Send your cv to internship@kcrcro.com